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YOUR

AMERICAN HOME

"WHO PROTECTS
HIS POSSESSIONS
WITH CARE WILL
ALWAYS HAVE
THEM.9* —Confucius

A CLEAR, CONCISE

GUIDE TO

EFFICIENCY

LOWE OSTEIN'S
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/ his
h i s little booklet is dedicated to the American
symbol of freedom and the world's finest
' home,
hoi
example of true democracy.

Though published in the midst of a war of survival,
the contents of this publication are planned to serve
during years of Peace after Victory.

Get the Maximum from
Your Shopping Dollars
Wise buying is the first step to conservation. Armed with common-sense, persistence and a
basic sense of values, you can make the most of your shopping hours, even if most of your

Men, ships and guns are expendable—the American
home is not. America's workers and fighters have
astounded the world with their accomplishments—
on the fighting front as well as the home front.

shopping has to be done on the piecemeal, lunch-time plan. There is a TIME-TESTED TRIO,

These records are possible because, in the minds of
everyone, there stands prominently the thought that
only after Victory can they return to their homes

3. Follow All Instructions Given on Labels

But no reliable merchant is going to stock wares that are unsatisfactory. Choosing a GOOD

and the free way of life they love so well.

store is the first guide-post on your road to buying well.

that should be the basis of your shopping:
1. Shop in a Dependable Store
2. Choose

Brands that Haue Prouen Satisfactory

It's impossible for you to conduct a separate test for every product you use in your home.

With this thought in mind, we present the American
Home Service Manual. May this publication enable
you to make your home more charming, a bit more

Keep Merchandise Tags That Give
Washing or Cleaning Information

livable.
LOWEHTSTEIN'S

1943
List Favorite Brands
in a Note-book
Keep a small, permanent shopping
notebook, in which you list the brands
you have found most satisfactory. Jot
down size, color and other details.
Then your shopping becomes a

By learning labels and brand names, you can cut down your
shopping time, speed up your efficiency. A label may tell you
that a garment is processed to a residual shrinkage of about one
percent. That means, in washing, it will not shrink enough to
lose its trim fit, and that worry is taken from your mind.
Other labels may indicate color-fastness, crush and crease-resistant
finishes, type of glaze, if any, water-repellent processing and other
special treatments. The importance in each case depends upon
the use to which the garment, or item is to be put, and you are
the best judge of its needs.

m
Copyright 1943
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Learn Your Fabrics
Virtually all fabrics on the market today are made of wool, cotton
or synthetic fibers. Silk is available in negligible quantities and linen
has almost disappeared. The three first named are the ones you need
to be most concerned with. Another new test-tube product is the
casein fiber which goes under the names Aralac and Amerlac. This
is a milk product which imparts a soft, woolly finish when used
with other fibers.

Synthetics
Synthetics are different from natural
fibers and require special handling, but
they can and do give excellent service.
When white, they stay white; but dyed,
they take and hold colors firmly and
well. They lose much of their strength
when wet and must be handled carefully
until dry. Synthetics need to be given the
same special care afforded other fine
fabrics. Look for labels which give
instructions for care and handling.

Versatile and endlessly serviceable, cot
ton fabrics are finding new uses every
day. When dyed by a fast-coior process
(and it's a simple' matter to learn
whether they are, when you buy) col
ored cottons are wonderfully smart for
many uses and they come back from
the tub looking sweet, crisp and fresh.
White, pre-shrunk cottons may be boiled
for greater freshness and beauty.

Cottons and Synthetics Give Long Wear with Proper Care
The tags indicating fabric-content, color-fastness, pre-shrinking,
washing or cleaning instructions, processing and other such qualities
are your best guide. Read them and use them. If you don't know,
ask questions. Wise merchants welcome such queries. Remember . . .
it is to their advantage as well as yours that you know what you
are buying and how to treat it.
Care and Treatment of WOOLENS Described in Detail on Next Page
{2}
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It's Important That We Take Care of

AND HOW TO PROPERLY CARE FOR THEM — FOR BEST SERVICE

Cottons

LOWENSTEIN'S •

Our Woolen Clothing
The care of the family's woolen clothing is one of the housekeeper's
most important jobs. It is always wise to remember that moths know
no season. Here are a few simple rules for adding longer life to
woolen articles.

Repairing Woolens
Mend or darn all tears, rips and
holes in clothes before washing them
or sending them to dry cleaners.
Especially in the case of woolens,
a small hole is often doubled in
size during the cleaning process.

Cleaning Woolens
Wash all woolens such as blankets,
scarves, sweaters, gloves and similar
articles in a strong solution of neu
tral soap. Send all other articles to
a good dry cleaner before storing.
This kills all forms of moths lurk
ing in the garments.
Where garments are not soiled,
brush briskly, especially in the
seams. Then hang in the sun from
six to eight hours before sealing
for storage.
Any woolen clothing which is not
stored away during the summer
should be brushed and exposed to
direct sunlight very frequently.

Protect Woolens Against Moths
Dry cleaning or washing kills all moths but does not make
a garment moth-resistant. Fabrics thoroughly cleaned can
be protected by wrapping .in sealed paper or cardboard
boxes. Use gummed paper stripping or Scotch tape for
sealing.
A small amount of flake naphthalene or paradichlorobenzine, scattered over blankets or clothes before sealing will
destroy any moths in the material. In home closets it is
well to have small bags filled with camphor, or naphtalene, between garments. These are available in containers
and can be refilled each year. Tight chests, trunks and
boxes used for storage should also contain about a pound
of naphthalene or paradichlorobenzine sprinkled between
folds of materials.
Most cedarized storage boxes and house closets are no pro
tection unless all openings are tightly sealed. In storage
boxes place well cleaned articles flat and sprinkle naphtha
lene or paradichlorobenzine flakes between layers, with a
good supply on top. Use small containers of flakes or
moth balls between rows of clothing in house closets and
use preventive sprays occasionally.
[3}
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Be

Careful
a
Shopper

REMEMBER—IT PAYS TO BUY GOOD QUALITY
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Giue Your Clothes Proper Care
—And They Will Give You Longer Wear and Better Appearance

Don't waste your money on badly constructed garments. Even if you
seem to save at the moment, you may pay twice as much in the long
run. The same general principle holds good whether you are buying
articles of clothing or homefurnishings. IT PAYS TO PAY FOR
QUALITY.

Know how it feels when you don't get enough sleep? You start drag
ging around, about two beats behind on everything. You need rest
to keep going properly.
It's the same with your clothes; and yet that point is stressed all too

Watch Construction of Garments You Buy
Always inspect seams. Pinking protects generous woolen
seams, and is sufficient in other fabrics where there isM I
particular strain. But, for garments that need to take nar |
wear and frequent laundering — shirts, slips, work clot es, J
children's clothes, etc. — look for French or welted seams, .
or seams that are overcast or lock-stitched to cut down on
fraying and slipping.
Look for firm, medium-sized stitches, neither too tight nor I
too loose. Look for neatly finished corners, firmly wor
buttonholes, extra protection in such vulnerable spos
under-arm seams, placket closings and the end of sti
on pleats.
Make no mistake about it, your reputable merchant is
I
ing it more and more difficult to live up to his e*g
standards of quality — the same fine standards o <l
I
you seek. But he is making every effort to help you
|
your dollars go as far as possible.

Buy with an Eye to the Future

A Lock-Stitched Seam

Each day we learn, more and more, the wisdom of
many items with the thought of indefinite servi
^
longer service the better. This is especially imt7 tajiore<l ]
such items as coats, woolen suits, sweaters, class
,
dresses, girdles, draperies, curtains, sheets and
the staples of personal and household equip®en •

seldom. Garments worn steadily day in and day out bog down and
bag down under the strain. Given a chance to rest, they recuperate
and refresh themselves.
What it means to you is quite simple. Alternate garments as fre
quently as possible and they will give you longer and better service.
Suppose, for instance, you have four dresses. You can wear one every
day for a week, then change; or you can rotate them daily for four
weeks. Either way, each would get the same total of wear—but
they would probably be in better condition at the end of four weeks
if daily rotation were practiced.

Organize Wardrobe Care

Store Clothes Carefully

The first need is well-arranged and equipped

Commercial storage is best for furs and heavy

closets and drawers. Garment bags, hat boxes

winter woolen garments during the summer.

and racks, clothes brushes, polishing cloths,

Storage vaults allow needed room for free cir

tissue paper, cleaning materials. Daily care is

culation of air. Use recognized storage vaults
and really protect clothes.

a matter of minutes.
t 5}
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Practical Tips on Better

CLOTHES
* C A R E *
I

How to Clean Shoes
Use saddle soap or good grade of polish
on smooth leathers, brush suede with a
sponge—never a stiff-bristled brush,
which may wear off the nap. Go over
shiny spots gently with piece of fine
sandpaper or emery. Use firm but not
too stiff brush on fabrics. Polish patent
leather with soft cloth. Don't use oils;
they dull the finish
and make dust
cling.
When you take shoes off, go over them
with brush or polishing cloth. Stuff t
fifmly with tissue; this helps ease «
vamp wrinkles and keeps t
When smooth leathers are wet and splat
tered spread saddle soap on them and
dry thoroughly. Never dry on radiator
or near direct heat. Brush or polish
when dry. Go over edges of sole and
heel with damp cloth to remove mud.
When going barelegged, wear foot pro
tectors for sake of both shoes and feet.
Wear ankle socks with play shoes.

Repair Shoes Quickly
Have heels tapped the minute they wear
to one side Have toes capped if vou
wear sole down there. And have re
soling done before shoes have a chance
to get out of shape.

When not being worn, keep sweaters flat, so
they will not stretch. Always pull ends of
snagged threads to wrong side and tie before
stitches ravel. Re-knit or darn holes with match
ing yarn. Before washing sweaters, trace out
line on paper as guide for shaping after wash
ing. Wash in lukewarm suds—never twist or
wring. Rinse twice in lukewarm water. Roll in
towels to absorb moisture—then shape on out
lined pattern and dry flat. To block a sweater,
cover it with damp cloth and press lightly with
moderately hot iron.

Hats Quickly Respond to
Careful Handling
Keep them in boxes, or on stands or in drawers.
Don't crowd them; it pushes crowns out of

Pamper Your Shoes
You know how important it is to take
care of them. Keep them on racks fas
tened to closet door, or on floor racks,
or in shoe boxes with sliding drawers.
Never toss on floor where they'll be
kicked around and collect dirt. Always
apply rotation principle of wear to shoes;
change as often as possible.

Sweaters Demand
Careful Treatment

shape and squashes trimmings. When hat is
taken off, brush with a clothes brush if it's
felt or fabric — then stuff crown with tissue
paper and put it away.
Use brush and cleaning fluid

Your Apparel Is Precious

to keep make-up

and perspiration from staining crown band.
Freshen veils by pressing under waxed paper.

Regular care of your clothes pays big dividends in better
appearance and longer wear. Brush your coats, suits, dresses
when you take them off — and inspect for loose buttons,
snaps or small rips. If there are any, repair immediately
before they become major calamities.
PUT ON HANGERS and hang in closet, preferably in
garment bags, away from dust. To preserve shape of shou ders in coats and suits, use specially made hangers designe
for that purpose. Padded hangers, in general, help prote
shoulders against strain. Closing zippers and fastening
buttonholes also helps to preserve shape of garments.
PRESSING DRESSES. Remove spots first because heat
sets some stains. Press silk and rayons under paper or in
cloths on wrong side. Press wools on wrong side un e
two pressing cloths, a dry one next to the fabric an a
moist one on top. In pressing wools, lift iron from sp
to spot to avoid shine. While wools are steaming, w
cloths and brush to bring up nap.
HANG SKIRTS on special skirt hangers, or pin them on
hangers by the waist-bands to keep them straight, o 8
them over hanger strains the fabric and may pu
out of shape. Always have pad on your office chair o p
tect skirts against shine.
USE SHIELDS to protect under-arms of dresses and
blouses. Change and wash them frequently. Use j
fluid regularly to keep neckline smudges from co
Remove jewelry to keep prongs from making tiny

Remember! Good Care Adds to the Wear and Attractiveness of Your Clothes!

What to Do About
Your Fur Coat
It's a precious possession and should be treated
as such. Never stroke with hands as hand-oils
deteriorate the fur. Never throw the fur down
carelessly, for friction wears the pelt. When
strain may be put on the garment — as, for
instance, when you're strap-hanging with your
arm up in the air — unbutton the coat and
avoid extra pull on the seams. Avoid sitting on
fur whenever possible. Carry with lining turned
out. Wear scarf to protect neckline.

Be Careful with
Your Girdles
Wash foundation garments frequently. Con:
trary to popular myth, their elasticity is not
lessened by frequent washing.

It is rather

increased. Perspiration and soil, not cleanli
ness are deadly enemies of fabric.
Close fasteners and wash in lukewarm suds.

When you take off the coat, shake it before
hanging up. Brush occasionally with good
fur brush. When fur gets wet, shake off as
much moisture as possible, and let it dry be
fore putting it away. Watch for small rips;
have repaired immediately. Always store furs
during the summer; keep them safe from
moths, heat, dust, fire and theft.

Use nail brush on soiled sections. Rinse and
dry, away from heat and sunlight. Mend breaks
at once. If garments stretch, take tucks in
fabric; not in elastic insets. Hang garments to
dry by fastening supporters to lower frame of
wire hanger. Never iron.

17]
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YOUR COSTUME ACCESSORIES

Better If Lo
Given Proper Care

Exercise care in taking them off and putting
them on — never yank. Press into shape after
removing and fold them in protective paper
they came in. Gloves of kid, suede or glace
lamb,

colored

buckskin

and

mocha

leather

should be dry cleaned. Cape, chamois, doe
skin, white buckskin, pigskin, calfskin, goat
skin, grained deerskin and fabrics are usually
washable. Look for a washable tag or ask.
Except for chamois and doeskin, leather gloves
should be washed on the hand. Manipulate
in suds, but do not rub excessively hard. Roll
gently off

the hands; rinse in clean suds;

follow with several rinsings. Press between
folds of absorbent towel. Blow into them to
shape fingers.
Wash chamois and

doeskin off

the hands,

working them gently in suds. After clear water
rinses, give a final

rinse of suds for preserva

tion of soft finish.

Wash fabric gloves off the

hands. After several rinsings, lay them flat

on

a towel and pat out moisture. Shape and dry
on flat

surface, or hang evenly over a line.

Rubber Articles
Keep them clean with warm water and soap.
Clean off paint, oil, grease, gasoline immedi
ately. Stuff feet of overshoes with tissue paper
when not in use. Hang rubberized outergarments in cool, dark place. Do not fold or
store under pressure.

C l e a n C l o t h e s Last Longer
The prime rule in keeping clothes clean is to have them cleaned or
wash them before the soil has a chance to set. Don't keep thinking
you can get a couple more wearings. Excessively soiled garments are
twice as hard to get clean. Fabric-damaging treatment may even be
necessary to remove the dirt. What to wash and what not to wash is
the next problem. You will be safest if you send woolens (except
sweaters, socks, baby garments and certain others marked "wash
able" ) to the cleaner. Wool demands expert handling.

Keep Your Gloves
Looking Smart

Prolong the Life of
Your Handbag

Guide to Home Laundering

Empty each evening. This not only saves wear
and tear on handbag; it helps you keep order
in the purse. Turn upside down over wastebasket and shake. Use clothes brush inside.

Hints on Home Ironing

Let the garment tag be your guide in washing
rayons. Cottons are usually washable, but you
will be wise to insist on cottons that are preshrunk to a residual shrinkage of less than
2%. If colored, insist on some assurance of
color-fastness.

Go over fabric bags outside with brush; suede
with sponge; smooth leathers with saddle
soap. Wrap in tissue.

When possible, it is best to iron garments be
fore they are completely dry and while moisture
is still evenly distributed. When sprinkling,
roll garments and let stand a few minutes,
until moisture becomes distributed. Watch
heat of the iron. Extremely hot iron should
never be used on rayon. Most rayons need
a cool iron and ironed on wrong side. Spun
rayon, as a rule, is best ironed when dry.

In general, use lukewarm water with suds of
well-dissolved neutral soap. Avoid tubbing,
twisting or wringing fabric. Soap may be
applied directly to certain difficult spots, such
as lingerie straps, if you use care. Work soap
in gently with finger tips. Squeeze suds through
garment thoroughly. Dipping in fresh suds a
second time is double assurance of cleanliness.
Rinse in several clear waters, still squeezing
garment gently. Be sure that soap is completely
removed.

To make alligator and reptile handbags and
shoes give longer service, watch to see when
the protective coating starts wearing off. Then
refinish in a good shoe repair shop. They re
more supple when coating goes, but scales
and grain weaken and ultimately they crack
and shed.

Care of Rayon Hose
Always wash new hose before wearing. Use
suds of mild soap, thoroughly dissolved w
barely lukewarm water. Turn hose inside ou
and squeeze suds through gently. Do" t >
scrub or wring. Rinse in several fresh, «e
warm waters. Roll in Turkish towel for sev
eral minutes; then hang to dry over rod; nev
use pins or clothespins.

Iron garments until completely dry, and let
them hang or lie straight for a while before
putting them away. Never iron anything elasticized.

Of all fabrics, white cotton is the only one
that demands and can take really hot water.
White cottons can be boiled for super-cleanli
ness. Never soak rayons; they are weakest
when wet.

When You Call the
Dry Cleaner
Remove belts, buckles, and unwashable but
tons before sending garments to cleaner. Since
different fabrics require .different treatments,
tell the cleaner fabric content of garment.
Another reason for saving the tag.

Never wash white and colored garments to
gether and never put fabrics of different colors
in same water, unless absolutely sure of colorfastness. Wash belts, collars and other trims
separately.

Dry rayon hose at least 36 hours. Ray°^j^
are weakest when wet, but regain
when dry. Don't thrust foot into top w
putting hose on — and never pull on.
stockings in hands, put toes in the toe
smooth stockings up your leg. Faded stoc g
dye successfully with stocking dye o
at notion counters.

Don't forget to remove dress shields. If there
are spots, tell what caused them. Your cleaner
will then know exactly how to treat the
spots. Tell him, too, if you have done anything
in trying to remove spots.

While most women prefer to wash their un
derwear by hand, it may be done in the
washer, except girdles and hose, if care is used.
Water lukewarm; soap completely dissolved.
Only two or three minutes is required.
I9]
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Work
A little time and patience, and a small amount of ingenuity will be
well rewarded. You'll be amazed at the transformations you can
achieve with old garments. Darning; patching; making over dresses;
cutting down suits; dyeing old clothes for new uses—all have a vital
place under today's conditions. Here are a few suggestions;—

LOWENSTEIN'S •

You can make small patches very
inconspicuous. Clip the edges of
the hole carefully. From a gr. trous seam, the underside of the
collar or some other out-of-theway place, cut a piece large enough
to cover the hole. Put it on the
inside, matching the weave of the
material. If it is a print, match
the design carefully. Now stitch
it into place with tiny stitches.
When patching wool, sew with
wool threads pulled from seam
edges. These will be short, but
blend perfectly into fabric.
When the hole is large but the
garment otherwise good, you may
make the patch an actual decora
tion. Use a bold, contrasting fabric,
and stitch it on with bright yarn.
Balance it with another patch or
more on the opposite side of the
garment and make be'ieve it was
meant to be like that.
You can also buy press-on patches
in various colors, and apply them
to inner side of the garment with

• LOWENSTEIN'S

Wonders With
Old Garments
Aids to Better Darning

Patches Are in Vogue
Darning Straight Tears

Mends and patches are real firstaid for clothes. First, a mending
basket should be assembled. Keep
in one spot, needles, pins, buttons,
fasteners, scissors, measuring tape
and patching scraps. Save all snaps,
zippers, hooks and buttons from
old clothes.

?<yi ^ 100 tyeax*

Stitch across the break. Avoid tight turns
or washing will cause darn to pucker.

Hand-stitched dams are ideal for mending small holes,
snags and worn spots in colors. Good, too, for repairing wool
or textured fabrics and, naturally, for mending socks and
hose. Machine-stitched darns are suitable for strengthening
and repairing household linens; also play clothes where
visible stitching is not objectionable.
If you would make hand-darns on woolens inconspicuous,
use raveled threads from hem or seams for stitching back and
forth. Darn from right side so stitches can be blended with
the fabric. If buying thread, remember it works up lighter
than it appears on spool, so choose color slightly darker than

Darning Diagonal Tears

Dye Clothes for New Beauty

It's Smart to Make 'Em Over

New color will add new life and long service to faded, offcolor garments or household articles. Before dyeing, be sure
to rip garments to be remodeled, unhem dresses to be re-hung
and ravel sweaters that are to be re-knit. Tie yarn in very
loose skeins, so color can penetrate and strands will not
tangle.
Remove spots, then wash and rinse garments to be dyed. If
original is darker than color to be dyed, or if there are
streaks or fading, use color-remover before dyeing. Select
dye for type of material to be dyed. Mix enough dye solu
tion to generously cover articles; be sure to use utensil large
enough so garments have enough room to move.
Fabrics can be tinted pastel colors in lukewarm water; dyed
strong, deep colors in boiling or near-boiling water. Keep
material in motion while in dye to avoid streaks. Wet ma
terials are darker than dry ones. When desired color is
reached, rinse several times, squeeze; dry woolens on a
towel; hang others to dry.
110}

fabric.

Make stitches follow the threads of re
rial instead of direction of the i

Darning 3-Cornered Tears
Make two sets of stitches at corners
for added strength. Darn will be smooth
er if you baste tear before stitching.

Darning Stockings

Don't throw a garment away, even when it seems to have
served its purpose in its present form. If the elbows of a
long-sleeved dress are poked through, clip the sleeves off
just above the elbow and hem them. Or, salvage the stillgood material in the lower sleeve and make a band, giving
a three-quarter sleeve.
Whip-stitch frayed collars and cuffs in contrasting colors to
extend their life. Slips tend to wear first in certain spots —
at the waisi by the side-seams, for instance. Save old slips,
and use good fabric in skirt to re-inforce worn ones with
shaped panels applied in decorative manner.
Hubby's old shirts can be cut down to shorts for him, shirts
for Junior or even blouses for yourself. Your old dress can
be cut down for Sis. If your husband has an old tuxedo or
"tails," you can have it made into a handsome suit for your
self.
£11}
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Nine Lives
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for Your Furniture
Proper Care and Frequent Cleaning Create an Air

Guard Against Moths
You can use a liquid moth spray to protect up
holstery fabrics, although they will not guard
the stuffing. It is particularly important to
remove slip covers from mohair upholstery
regularly and frequently to inspect for moths.
Once moths are imbedded in the padding,
fumigation becomes necessary. You may send
the piece to a reliable firm for the job, or
do it yourself.

Care of Upholstered Furniture
At least once each week go over upholstered
furniture with the upholstery attachment on
your vacuum cleaner or with a good, firmbristled brush. Lift out all cushions, and go
deep into the crevices, where pests are likely
to start. Plump cushions into shape with your
hands, and give them an occasional airing.

To fumigate, loosen the covering at the back
and at the bottom, turning piece upside down.
Put paradichlorobenzine moth crystals in the
special attachment of your vacuum cleaner de
signed for such use. Sprinkle more crystals
in the crevices of the furniture. A half pound
of crystals is about right for a chair, a pound
for a sofa.

When pile fabrics become flattened,
steam
back to freshness. Spread a dampened cotton
cloth over the fabric, then hold close to it
but not touching, an iron hot enough to cause
steam.

Shampoo Upholstery
Rejuvenate upholstery fabrics with a periodic
shampoo. Whip soap jelly (you can make it
by slivering a mild, neutral soap into hot
water) into a stiff lather with an egg-beater.

Put the end of cleaner attachment inside the
opening at back or bottom. Cover both cleaner
and chair or sofa with a double pair of blankets
(put newspapers between the blankets), and
make the "tent" as nearly air-tight as possi
ble, weighting blankets to the floor. Turn on
motor, running it an hour for chair, two hours
for sofa. Leave covering on for at least 72
hours.

Dip a firm-bristled brush into the lather, and
generously to a small area, using a cir
cular motion. Remove suds with dampened
sponge, rinse sponge thoroughly, and go over
the fabric with it again. Wipe space with a
soft dry cloth. Do this until entire piece has
been cleansed, starting each time with the
already cleaned area so there will be no rings.
apply

Miracles with Paint

When it's a pile fabric, rub with the nap to
keep base from becoming soaked. As it dries,
brush up the pile with a soft brush.

Paint is a home's best friend. It covers up,
renews and changes an old color scheme and
any woman can do a good paint job.

Wash Leather Coverings

WASH painted wood surfaces with a mild
neutral soap and lukewarm water. Wipe with
a clean cloth. Apply liquid wax in a thin
film, and polish with a soft cloth to bring
out the lustre.

Use saddle soap on genuine leather furniture,
applying with a slightly moist sponge. Use
soap sparingly. When dry, polish surface with
soft cloth. Follow with leather-conditioning
dressing.

PATCHING old paint is seldom perfect, but
more attractive than the worn spot. Sandpaper
the spot and use paint thinly at edges. Repeat
several times, always sanding between coats.
Sanding makes the paint adhere and keeps it
smooth.

Clean simulated leather with damp cloth. If
special attention is called for, use suds of
mild soap to cleanse, and remove with damp
cloth. Do not use shellac, oil, wax, varnish or
polish on leather.
C 12 J

of Newness in Furniture. Flere are Easy-to-Follow
Plans

for

Keeping

Care of
Hardwood Furniture
HUMIDITY is one of the worst enemies of furniture. Ex
treme dryness can make a good veneer peel off like a banana
skin — guard against it. Attach a humidifier to every radiator
in the house, and see that it is kept in working order.
POLISHING. Standard brands of polish with a beeswax
base are recommended. Dark wax for dark woods, light for
the light ones. Use frequently, spread it thin, and don't spare
the elbow grease. Use old shirts and flannel for polishing
cloths. Never use fabric that leaves lint.
SCRATCHES that are faint can be concealed by rubbing
with the meat of a pecan nut. Stain deep scratches with
iodine, then wax over the spot. Use plastic wood to fill in
chipped veneer or holes in the wood.
WATERMARKS can be removed by using camphor or oil
of peppermint. Dampen flannel rag in either of the essences
and rub the spot lightly. Finish with furniture polish.
A FACIAL should be given your furniture twice a year. Stir
two-thirds boiled linseed oil and one-third turpentine to
gether in any metal container. It will loosen imbedded dirt,
and its lustre-giving oils will enrich the wood. It also cuts
"fogginess" and superficial scratches. Apply with a soft cloth.
Remove excess with a clean rag. Then polish with any clean
buffer, stroking in the direction of the grain until the wood
is thoroughly dry, and fingermarks cannot be made on the
surface.
SHAMPOO. As a general rule, soap and water should not
be used on hardwood. If a piece of furniture is especially
soiled, a hot shampoo can be tried. Use three tablespoonfuls
of boiled linseed oil, one tablespoonful of turpentine and a
quart of water. Keep the mixture hot in the top of a doubleboiler while using it. Apply it vigorously to furniture with
a soft cloth. Use a clean, dry cloth for polishing.
113}

Furniture

Looking

Its

Best

Repair Your
Broken Furniture
Simple jobs can be done by yourself.
Always be sure to secure all neces
sary materials before you begin.
GLUE shaky legs or arms, loose ve
neer and mouldings. First, remove
old, hardened glue. Melt new furni
ture glue on the stove and apply hot,
pressing parts together. Allow re
paired chairs to set well before using
them.
BRACE weak spots where wood has
split. A small wooden block screwed
into the angle underneath chair or
table is sufficient to brace shaky legs.
Small metal angle irons may be used
if you prefer.
RE-TIE springs if chair seats are sag
ging. Turn chair upside down and
remove loose webbing. Use stout
hemp twine to tie springs both diag
onally and cross-wise. Loop twine
around each coil and pull tight, then
knot and anchor string at all sides,
using tacks driven into wooden
frame.
WEBBING can be repaired by
stretching and tightening, or using
new pieces. Interlace new bands lat
tice-like, tacking each end to the
frame. Stretch tight.
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Keep Windows

Floor Coverings
Deserve
Special Care

Well-Groomed
Your Heavy Draperies

Your Window Shades

Brush them frequently •— but never use a hardbristle brush which may snag the fabric. Brush
ing keeps grime from collecting in the folds.
Reverse them when they fade, by placing the
right hanging on the left and the left on the
right. It's best to send heavy draperies to a dry
cleaner, as they are difficult to handle properly
at home.

Use Scotch tape to mend slight breaks. When
shades wear out, save the rollers. You can buy
inexpensive, new washable shades and attach
them to the old rollers yourself.

Your Glass Curtains
Tint them and keep them fresh by frequent laun
dering. To preserve their shape, hang them
damp, placing a rod in the lower hem and adjust
ing folds as you want them. Use stretchers to dry
straight curtains, unless they are made of rayon.
Sheer curtains hang better when lightly starched.

Re-Style Your Draperies
It's very easy to re-make your draperies if the
material is usable. Check the new magazines for
drapery styles.

Be Your

O

Interior Decorator
With a little ingenuity, some patience and ordinary sewing skill, you
can work wonders with your home, even with your same furniture.
CUT OUT floral or scenic patterns from fabrics or wall paper and
make decorations for chests, bed headboards and such pieces. Give
them a protective coating of clear lacquer or shellac after gluing
them on.
RE-COVER LAMP SHADES by stretching fabric tightly around
frame and stitching into place. Cover seams with decorative braid.
It's a clever idea to use the same fabric as in your draperies, spread
or some other piece.
STENCIL a design in color on an old chest or cabinet — ivy leaves,
or a plump Victorian rose, for example. Use inexpensive decal
patterns to brighten the children's room.
[14}
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By all means use under-pads for your rugs. Use castor cups under
your furniture to protect rugs and move furniture occasionally to
allow rug nap to spring up where legs rested. Reverse position of
rugs occasionally to make them wear evenly. Go over rugs every
day with soft brush or hand carpet-sweeper. Use vacuum cleaner or
broom thoroughly once a week. To raise pile, apply a hot iron to a
damp cloth on the floor. While nap is still damp, brush with a whiskbroom in the direction of the nap.
MENDING AND RE-INFORCING. Repair worn edges by cutting off
frayed threads and using buttonhole stitching. Face back with tape dyed to
match carpet. Re-inforce weak spots by tacking burlap or canvas underneath
and darning through it. Use coarse needle and matching button thread. Keep
stitches loose. Dampen and press under cloth.
SHAMPOO ONCE YEARLY. If you do not send them to a professional
cleaner, give them a good bath at home. Make deep stids of neutral soap or
commercial rug shampoo. Test for color fastness, if you ate not sure of it, by
the usual method of sampling an inconspicuous portion. Spread suds with a
soft cloth or brush, using a circular motion, doing a small area at a time. Scrape
suds off gently with a dull knife or spatula, and remove remainder with a dry
cloth. Rinse several times with a clean wet cloth or sponge. Start cleaning each
area well within the last section cleaned, so there will be no lines. Some simpler
cleaning methods have been devised. Inquire in the rug section of your favorite
store for details.
LINOLEUM should be cleaned only with warm water and suds of a good,
neutral soap. Never use an oil mop and avoid scouring powders. When lino
leum is completely dry, use a coating of liquid wax.
CLEANING FIBER RUGS. Use a brush dipped in neutral suds. Dry them
thoroughly, flat on the floor. When dry, give them a protective coating of clear
awning paint, or any floor paint mixed half-and-half with turpentine.
C 151
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Take Care o f
Bathroom Equipment
Giue Special Care and Consideration to Your

clean if they are washed with
warm soapy water after each
bath. To remove the rim that
forms on the sides of the tub,
use a mild commercial grease
emulsifier. Never use gritty
cleaning powders, as these do
not completely dissolve and in
time form a thick coating inside
drain pipes, catching lint from
cloths and causing serious clogs.
Stains caused by dripping fau
cets are difficult to remove. Con
sult your plumber or druggist
for an acid preparation, and fol
low directions carefully. Dry
the tub and fixtures thoroughly
after every bath.
For set-in tubs, watch for cracks
that may appear next the walls.

These are easily repaired with
tile cement.
BASINS. Always wash basins
with soapy warm water and dry
after using. Scum, rings, and
stains are removed instantly if
a mild emulsifying cleaner is
used. Avoid one containing
caustic fat, acid or grit. These
are harmful to the enamel finish.
A small rubber plunger is ex
cellent if used once a week to
loosen bits of lint, hair, or par
ticles of grease that may be
clinging to the inside of the
drain pipes and trap. This, fol
lowed by a small amount of
drain cleaner, used according to
instructions on the can, will
keep the drains clear. Don't

drop hair-pins in the drain pipe.
TOILETS. Newspapers, rags,
and garbage will clog drains,
and should never be put down
toilets. To keep the bowl clean,
use soapy water and a longhandled brush daily. If stained,
apply a commercial cleaning
preparation. To avoid scratch
ing the enamel, choose a cleaner
that is free from grit.
TILES. Dissolve a mild house
hold cleanser in tepid water and
wash the tiles frequently, at
least once a week, before a thick,
greasy film gathers to collect
dust and make them dull. Wipe
with a clean dry cloth and pol
ish lightly. Soft paper towels are
excellent for this last polishing.

Keep Your Home Free of Flies
PRECAUTIONS. Install ade
quate screens on all outside
doors and windows early in the
summer and leave till late fall.
Equip screen doors with springs
that automatically close them.
Children and careless persons
often fail to shut screen doors.
Electric fans placed at doorways
will help keep flies from enter
ing, as they dislike strong winds.
Have garbage cans non-leaking,
air tight and fly tight.
Promptly remove all refuse.

A ventilating fan, installed in
the kitchdn, will remove cook
ing odors that attract flies.
KILLING FLIES. Various liq
uid preparations used in an in
sect sprayer.
Fly traps.
Fly swatters..
Sticky fly-paper.
Poison fly-food.
Flies must eat and drink to live,
so remember to have dry sinks
and crumbless tables.
MAINTENANCE OF
SCREENS. Paint galvanized
[16]

screens once a year with thin
paint.
Copper screen does not need
painting except to prevent
stains.
When corners of frames be
come weak, angle irons or zig
zag joiners will reinforce them.
Cover holes in screens with
screen patches, which are avail
able. They have turned over
edges easily pushed through the
wire netting and flattened down
on the reverse side.

Household Linens
Your fine household linens are becoming more and more valuable
each day and deserve extra care and consideration. We give you a
few simple directions which will add much to their beauty and years
to their life.
bottom sheet. When sheets begin to wear,
tear down the middle and reverse, stitching the
outside edges together. Place candlewick
spreads inside a sack or pillowcase when
washing in a washing machine to preserve
the tufts.

Care of Table Linens
Guard real linen carefully. Don't fold with
too many creases. If stored, re-fold occasion
ally. Use little, if any, starch. Avoid washing
soda, or any caustic or alkali solution, in very
hot water for washing, bleaching or removing
spots, as they may injure the fabric. Wrap in
blue paper for storing, and use no starch
when they are to be stored.

Care of Blankets
Protect blankets by putting a third sheet on
top of the blanket when making up the bed.
Never soap blankets before washing. Wash
one at a time and quickly. Use lots of luke
warm, not hot water, with heavy suds made
from a non-alkaline soap. Squeeze suds
through; never rub blanket. If washing by
machine, run it for two or three minutes only.
Rinse quickly in two, or more one-minute
rinses of lukewarm water, until soap is thor
oughly removed.

Wash in hot suds, avoid harsh handling, rinse
twice in hot water, and once in cool water,
using a minimum of bluing. Dry in sun, if
possible. Hang straight, and folded over line
rather than pinned. Dampen evenly for iron
ing. Iron with moderate to hot iron, across
width on wrong side, and then along length
on right side. Dry colored linens away from
sun, iron on wrong side only with moderately
hot iron; do not boil or bleach.

Squeeze dry, do not wring. A dry, breezy day
is best for drying, away from sun. Shake
well to fluff up nap before hanging to dry.
Change position of blanket during drying to
prevent bulges. Shake occasionally to keep
nap fluffed. When blanket is dry, brush with
soft brush on both sides. Press binding only,
using a warm iron.

Care of Bed Linens
In buying sheets, rub a corner between your
fingers. If a fine
white powder comes off
generously, you will find it more economical
to choose a better quality. Equalize wear on
sheets by turning the narrow hem to the head
of the bed when you are using one as the
{ 17]
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Ideas on Packing a

Lunch Box
Eat Well and Saue Points
Here's a Week's Menus for a Family of Four—at Moderate Cost
SUNDAY
BREAKFAST
Orange Juice
Scrambled Eggs
French Toast
Coffee
Milk
DINNER
Stuffed Meat Loaf
Pan Browned Potatoes
Creamed or Buttered Green Peas
or Carrots and Peas
Mixed Fresh Fruit Salad
Apple Pie (Baked on Saturday)
Coffee
SUPPER
Waffles
Maple Syrup
Apple Sauce
Carrot Sticks
Old Fashioned Molasses Cookies
Hot Chocolate or Milk

MONDAY
BREAKFAST
Fresh Grapefruit
Oatmeal
Milk
Toast
Fruit Preserves
Coffee
Milk
LUNCH
Scrambled Egg Sandwiches
Meat Loaf Sandwiches (meat
from Sunday Dinner)
Baked Apples
DINNER
Beef Liver with Onions
Baked Potatoes
Green Beans Au Gratin
Mixed Vegetable Salad
(Shredded carrots, celery
>n)
Warm Gingerbread
(milk or cream)

TUESDAY
BREAKFAST
Stewed Dried Apricots
Dry Cereal
Milk or Cream
Soft Cooked Eggs
Toast
Coffee
Milk

LUNCH
Peanut Butter and Lettuce
Sandwiches
Coleslaw
Gingerbread (from Monday
Dinner)
Milk
DINNER
Lamb Stew
Buttered Peas
Waldorf Salad
Hot Muffins
Jam
Baked Indian Pudding

WEDNESDAY
BREAKFAST
Cooked Cereal
Toast
Coffee

Milk or Cream
Marmalade
Cocoa

LUNCH
Toasted Cheese Sandwiches
Lettuce with Russian Dressing
Fresh Pears
Milk or Tea
DINNER
Upside Down Meat Pie
Buttered Spinach
Creamed Lima Beans
Perfection Salad
Stewed Cherries
Honey Chocolate Chip Cookies
BREAKFAST
Orange Juice
Griddle Cakes
Syrup
Coffee
Cocoa
LUNCH
Hard-Cooked Egg and
Celery Salad
Bread and Butter Sandwiches
Carrot Strips
Chocolate Chip Cookies
Tea or Milk

DINNER
Stuffed Plank Steak
Mashed Potatoes
Cabbage Au Gratin
Gelatin Fruit Salad
(Made with fresh fruits as
orange, banana and apple)
Chilled Baked Rice Pudding
FRIDAY
BREAKFAST
Halves of Grapefruit
Bacon
Fried Eggs
Toast or Coffee Cake (Made
with prepared biscuit mix)
Coffee
Grape Jelly
Milk
LUNCH
Cream of Potato Soup
Toast with Grated Cheese
(Cheese melted in oven)
Lettuce
Russian Dressing
Chocolate Chip Cookies
(Baked Wednesday)
Tea or Milk
DINNER
Salmon Steaks Tartar Sauce
Scalloped Potatoes
Green Peas
Hot Biscuits
Grape Jelly
(Opened for Breakfast)
Chilled Tapioca Pudding
or Lemon Meringue Pie

SATURDAY
BREAKFAST
Fresh Fruit (Apples, Pears, Etc.)
Dry Cereal
Milk or Cream
French Toast
Coffee
Milk
LUNCH
Macaroni with Cheese Sauce
Apple Sauce
Bread and Butter
Cookies
Milk
DINNER
Sausage
Creamed Potatoes Buttered Onions
Tossed Green Vegetable Salad
Fresh Fruit Cobbler Tea or Milk

Handy Containers
Mother's empty cosmetic jars are fine for salads,
fruits and puddings. Empty salad dressing or
peanut butter jars with screw-tops are good for
salads and desserts. Small capsule jars, or other
tiny jars with lids, are good for mayonnaise,
salad dressing or jam.

Things to Remember
Be sure to include in every lunch box the
essentials of a varied meal; meat, milk,
vegetables, fruits, bread or other cereal.
Wrap all sandwiches separately in waxed
paper and use fillings that will not soak
the bread or wilt before eating. Add some
thing juicy to every lunch box, whether it
be fruit, vegetable, salad or beverage.
Sandwiches and cookies become awfully
dry when eaten without plenty of liquid.
Leaves of lettuce wrapped in waxed paper
to be added to sandwiches before eating
will stay crisper than if put in sandwiches
when they are made.

Sample Lunch Box Menus
FOR THE OFFICE WORKER
One or two sandwiches
(One of these meat, poultry, cheese or egg)
Raw fruit or vegetable salad
Carrot strips, celery or tomato
Something sweet (cookies, cake, candy
or pudding)
Beverage — preferably milk or cream soup
FOR THE MAN OR WOMAN DOING
HEAVY WORK
Two or more hearty sandwiches
(Meat, poultry, fish, cheese, egg, peanut butter
or beans)
A crisp or sweet sandwich
(As onion, pickle relish, coleslaw or salad type
filling, or, jam, jelly, or preserves)

Sanchuich Suggestions
Here are a few that are easy on meat points.
(1) mashed baked beans, sliced onion and
ketchup; (2) ground cooked liver, chopped hardcooked egg, onion, salad dressing; (3) cream
cheese and orange marmalade; (4) flaked fish,
chopped raw vegetables, salad dressing; (5)
ground peanuts, raw carrots and raisins, salad
dressing; (6) mashed liverwurst, onion, mus
tard, salad dressing; (7) chopped egg, bacon
and olive, salad dressing; (8) cottage cheese,
cucumber or green pepper and onion; (9)
shredded cheese, mustard, and onion. Change
breads often—from wholewheat to white to rye.

OR
Special buttered bread
(Such as nutbread, orange bread or other
• sweet breads)
Fruit or Vegetable Salad
Pie, Cake, Cookies or Pudding
Thermos of Beverage or Soup

For the Thermos
HOT
Corn Chowder
Potato Soup
Bean Soup
Pea Soup
Vegetable Soup
Beef Stew
Chili Con Carne
Coffee

Don't Forget These
Raw vegetables; fruits; baked apple; hot soup;
cocoa; fruit juices; chop suey; chili con carne;
baked beans.
[191

COLD
Chocolate
Orange Juice
Grape Juice
Pineapple Juice
Fruit Ades
Milk Shakes
Iced Tea or Coffee
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So, You Haven't a Maid!
S O WHAT?

If you have the patience to be accurate and
will follow pattern instructions carefully,
you can sew for yourself. Today's patterns
are virtually foolproof, with detailed
guides for every step of dressmaking.

There are many jobs around the
house that can be done quickly
and easily by following these hints.

By All Means, DON'T/

Plumbing Helps
To insert sleeves, match notches of sleeves
and armhole, easing extra fullness of sleeve at
the top. Pin, baste and fit carefully. Pin waist
and skirt sections together at center of waist
and Center of back. Then pin from center front
to side seams, and from center back to sides,
adjusting fullness evenly before basting. Try
on garment, when all basted together, to make
adjustments.

START OUT with a design that doesn't look
too complicated. First, and most important,
GET THE RIGHT SIZE. Ready-to-wear and
pattern sizes often differ, so measure your
self, and check your measurements against
those on the back of each pattern. If there
is variation, your best bet is the size which
matches your bust measurement, as it is fairly
easy to alter, if shoulder and bust fit properly.

FINISHING. For professional finish, press as
you go. Keep iron warm and pressing .sponge
or cloth handy; press each seam flat as you
finish it. Press on wrong side.

CUTTING. Read instructions first. Study chart
which shows how pattern pieces should be
placed — then follow it. When cutting, al
ways use a solid, flat surface. Never try to
cut on a surface such as a bed — you can cut
straight only on large table or floor.

Stitch blouse seams, allowing for openings,
and press. Finish neckline. Stitch sleeve seams,
press and re-baste into armholes for final
stitching. Press armhole seam flat, away from
neckline. Stitch skirt seams, allowing for
placket opening and press. Re-baste skirt to
blouse, stitch and press. Add collar, if any,
and belt. Put garment on, and turn up evenly
for hem. Have someone measure from floor
with ruler, or buy self-help chalk marker.

Press fabric before cutting. When making
folds to cut double, be sure fold is straight.
When cutting sheer fabric, pin it first to paper,
so it won't slip as you cut. Lay all pattern
pieces out on material first to make sure you
have enough fabric. Pin pieces firmly to cloth
before cutting. Watch bias and straight cuts,
otherwise garment will never hang properly.

SPECIAL POINTERS. Make bound button
holes, if specified, after first basted garment
try-on. Try on basted garment before fulllength mirror and see it from all angles. After
pressing dress, it's best to let it hang several
hours before turning the hem.

FITTING, BASTING. Lay pieces flat; pin
them together according to instructions. First
pin darts and tucks into place as indicated.
Watch for fullness in seams and follow care
fully. After pinning, baste pieces together, and
try on for fit, making necessary adjustments
before stitching permanently. Baste in this
order; waist seams, sleeve seams, sleeves into
waist; skirt seams (allowing for plackets);
skirt onto waist.

Before using sewing machine, be sure stitching
apparatus is free of oil. A few stitches through
a blotter will clean the needle. Stick to simple
effects at first. Don't over-trim. Use buttons
that match dress, or its predominant color.
f 20 J

Don't let faucet-leaks go unheeded. Water may
leave rust stains.
Don't put grease or coffee grounds down sink
drains; they'll eventually clog the pipes.
Don't let drain solvent, touch enamel finish of
fixtures.
Don't use strong cleansers on sinks or wash
basins. They roughen the finish so it stains
easily in the future.
Don't forget to run hot water down sink drain
every few days and after washing greasy
dishes — this prevents clogging.

To repair leaky faucet, turn off water at valve
on pipe underneath the fixture. Unscrew nut
around faucet with a wrench; wrap cloth
around nut to prevent scarring. Lift out faucet,
loosen screw holding washer in place. Put in
new washer of same size. Replace faucet and
tighten parts.
If toilet drips after flushing, a new float is
needed. Turn off water valve on pipes near
toilet, remove top of water tank, lift' rod
which supports float, unscrew old one and
put on a new one. Temporary leaks in water
pipes can be temporarily stopped by wrapping
old leather around pipes (or heavy paraffined
cloth around cold water pipes). Wrap with
wire and tighten with pliers. Use suction cup
for clogged pipes.

Cleaning Silver
Use good silver polish for any silver. Clean
shiny silver without dull or black patterndetails by boiling in salt-soda solution—(l tea
spoon of salt, l teaspoon of soda per quart of
water.) Use an enamel pan, then wash in suds,
rinse and dry. Never clean hollow-handled silver
by this method.

Care of Pots and Pans
Do not use strong cleansers or alkali soaps
on aluminum. Thoroughly dry iron or tin.
Rub unsalted fat on iron pots stored awhile
to prevent rust. Remove hard-water scale by
boiling vinegar solution (l teaspoon per quart
of water) in utensil. Straighten wobblybottomed metal pans by placing on solid, flat,
wood; fit smooth wood block inside and hit
with hammer.

Cleaning Copper, Brass
Rub with metal polish, powdered cleanser or
paste made of equal parts of vinegar and salt.
Wash and rinse metal and polish with dry
cloth. Cover with paste wax, buffed to a luster
to delay discoloration. Do not wash lacquered
objects; wipe with damp cloth.

Care of Cutlery

Cleaning Pewter

Slice or cut on wooden cutting boards instead
of hard table tops; save knife blades. Don't
soak knives; handles are loosened and blades
rusted. Between usings, keep knives in racks
to protect blades. To use a whetstone, keep
knife at twenty degree angle and draw blade
evenly from handle to point. Repeat, alter
nating sides, until knife is sharp.

Cleaning Iron

Use silver polish or non-scratching cleanser on
pewter; let it dry, then rub off polish. Pewter
tableware should be washed after cleaning.
If rusty, soak iron in kerosene and rub with
powdered cleanser. Unsalted oil will prevent
rust during storage.
[21}
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Small Electrical Appliances

—if treated properly will serve you long and
give excellent results.

MIXERS. Detach beater and clean after using.
Don't bang against bowl to clean. Use spatula
or spoon to scrape it, then wash and dry
thoroughly. Wipe off motor; be sure air vents
are open. Some types need oil.

KEEP IT CLEAN. Porcelain surfaces may
crack if washed while still hot. When range
cools, clean with soap and water. Wipe acid
fruits, tomatoes and milk as soon as spilled
they dull the finish. Don't use harsh cleaners;
they may scratch enamel. Clean drip pans
under burners or units. Wash ovens each week
with warm soapsuds, followed by clear water
rinse. If food runs over in the oven, scrape
with dull knife while oven is warm; when
cool use fine cleanser or steel wool.

COFFEE MAKERS should be washed with
sudsy water. Never put electric percolator in
water. Clean spouts and stems with brush,
then scald, dry and air. Rinse filter
cloths
clean. Remove stale coffee smell by rinsing
with soda water—tablespoonful to a quart of
water.
brush
never
Using
short-

KEEP IT LEVEL. Ranges should be checked
for levelness when installed. If cakes brown
unevenly or fat runs to one side of pan, check
the range level. Have someone put wood or ,
metal under the legs on the low side.

FANS may sometimes develop a rhythmic
click, caused by bent frame. Turn off fan,
turn blades by hand, find
where they touch
the guard; then bend frame away from blade.
Protect fans against dust when not used. Oil
on schedule.

THINGS TO WATCH. Chips in porcelain
finish may be covered with touch-up enamel.
Learn location of fuse in an electric range,
if range doesn't heat, check the fuse. For
surface cooking, avoid large pans that rest on
enamel around units; they may crack range
top. Always leave oven door open after use
to eliminate unwanted odors.

HEATING PADS should not be folded as
fine coils may be weakened and broken. Do
not use pins for fastening pad and never allow
pad to get wet.

Electric Motors Require Oil

RADIOS will overheat unless they have cir
culation of air. Keep two inches from walls.
If back is not protected, cover with cloth to
keep out dust.

Learn which of your electrical appliances re
quire oil. Keep an oiling schedule on your
calendar. Forcing dry motors to work is like
asking a thirsty man to run a race.

WAFFLE IRONS should be disconnected
after using and leave grids open to cool.
Remove excess grease with absorbent paper,
brush grids if necessary. Wipe outside with
damp cloth, then dry.

Use oil can with narrow spout so oil can be
directed into proper spots. Use amount of
oil suggested; too much is as harmful as too
little. Wipe appliances after oiling.
122]
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Special Care

They're important to good housekeeping;
given proper treatment they 11 serve effi
ciently for years.

YOUR RANGE

Consideration in their use will keep your
small electrical equipment in good con
dition.

TOASTERS require careful use. A soft
is excellent for sweeping out crumbs;
shake violently or the wires will loosen.
forks for picking up toast may cause
circuits and shock.

LOWENSTEIN'S •

VACUUM CLEANERS. Always pick up
paper clips, safety pins and hair pins before
running cleaner — such objects may injure
cleaner. Coil the cord loosely and, to avoid
strain, coil it a little differently each time, so
it does not get set in creases.
Clean revolving cylinders and brushes about
once a week. If thread is caught in brush,
snip it loose; never wash brushes. Empty the
bag after each use. Brush bag inside and out
every month or so but do not wash it. Oil
motors that need it, but do not allow excess
oil to flow into motor or onto rug.

YOUR REFRIGERATOR

CARPET SWEEPERS. Empty dust pans after
each using, so dust will not respread over
rugs Remove hairs and threads that wrap
around brushes. If bristles get greasy and
dirty, sponge with non-inflammable dry cleaning solvent. Turn brushes so they won't wear

—is a vital part of your kitchen equipment.
Treat it with care.
KEEP IT CLEAN. In normal use, refrigerators
should be cleaned each week. Best time for
automatic types is after defrosting; for ice
types, before re-icing. Remove and wash racks
with soda water—teaspoon per quart of water.
Wash trays, drawers and water accessories.
Always wipe up spilled food immediately be
fore it dries and hardens. Use wax on cabinet
to protect finish. Condensers should be cleaned
every six months with brush or vacuum cleaner.

lop-sided.
WASHING MACHINES should be filled to
water line only, add soap, turn on motor, then
add clothes. Don't overload and don't run ma
chine too long. When using wringer, spread
clothes evenly without bunches. Be sure all
soap is completely removed from rolls, as soap
injures rubber.

LET IT BREATHE. Keep automatic refriger
ator at least two inches from walls. It should
be level.

Drain machine immediately after using. Re
move lint from washer, drain and strainer.
Empty drain hoses and hang them without
kinks. Keep electric cord dry and off floor
between uses. Follow maker's instructions and

THINGS TO WATCH. Avoid touching strips
of rubber around doors; grease from hands
will weaken rubber. Some automatic refriger
ators need oil; if oiling instructions are lost,
call your dealer. Cracked finishes
won't inter-,
fere with performance, but exposed metal may
rust; use touch-up enamel.

oil regularly.
IRONS, IRONERS should never be scratched.
When starch sticks, disconnect and let iron
or ironer cool before starch scorches. Then
clean with dry salt, fine cleanser or steel wool.
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the Cost
House * *

You Can Cut the
Cost of Cooking
Remember, while you are cooking the meter
is spinning, and any small savings you can
make will be reflected in your bill.
CONTROL HEAT. High heat under a kettle
does not speed cooking after steaming point
is reached. In cooking potatoes, use low heat
after boiling; you may save as much as 20%
in fuel.

A Dozen Ways to
Lower Heating Costs

KEEP POTS COVERED. With close-fitting
covers on the utensils foods cook with very
little moisture. With covered pans less heat is
needed to maintain steaming. Cooking veg
etables covered may take half as much fuel as
to cook uncovered.

Reduce the Light Bill

1. Lower the heat. Reducing temperature
from 70 to 65 degrees saves almost 20%
in fuel cost. Wear warmer clothes.

Lower your bills but not your standard of
lighting. Knitting, sewing, mending bring
many jobs to homes. See that you get the
most for your light-money.

2. Close unused rooms. Shut them off from
the rest of the house.
3. Don't heat the neighborhood. Develop
a shut-the-door habit for your family.

COOK IN THE OVEN. When you plan a
meal with a roast, try to cook the entire meal
in the oven — but choose foods that ovencook satisfactorily. You can save as much as
35% in fuel.

KEEP LIGHTS CLEAN. Dirty light globes
may steal half your light. Dust the bulbs, brush
the shades and wash the bowls.

4. Draw shades and draperies at night. The
extra thickness reduces heat loss through
windows.
5. More than likely, there's a damper on
your fireplace. Shut it when there is not a
fire.
6. See that heat is off in any room where
windows are open. Be sure to turn off
heat in bedrooms at night.

COLORED BULBS STEAL LIGHT. Bulbs
that are frosted inside give a third more light
than flame or colored ones.
CHANGE POSITIONS. Wall lamps may be
brought down a foot and thereby double the
light Table lamps shifted from center to side
of a large table will increase available light
many times.

7. Keep radiators and registers clean. Dust
cuts their efficiency.
8. Use some sort of humidifier. It protects
family health as well as furniture.

LIGHTEN THE SHADES. Dark shades use
30 to 50% more light than light ones. Spray
light paint inside dark parchment shades or
fit light linings in dark fabric ones. Wide
flaring shades spread light better than small
straight-sided ones.

9. There's a proper flame for oil and gas
burners. Learn it and keep flame at that
height.
10. Don't block cold air returns with rugs.
Cold air must enter to force warm air
through the house.
11. If yours is a coal-burning furnace, build
fires at the sides where they heat furnace
walls. Opening ash pit draft speeds fires;
opening check draft in pipe retards them.
Never open both drafts at once. Clean ash
pit often; piles of ashes interfere with
drafts.
12. Use weather-stripping around windows
and doors, if your house is not already
equipped. Felt stripping is very effective
and not expensive.

TURN OFF THE LIGHTS. Make the family
snap off lights when going from one room
to another.
GROUP THE FAMILY.. Make one good
lamp do for several people by grouping chairs
and sofas around it, saving the use of extra
lamps.
USE NATURAL LIGHT. In daytime, work
near windows where light is good, rather
than where lamps are needed.
TURN OFF RADIOS. They consume elec
tricity too. Snap .them off when not actually
listening to a program — you also save the
radio.

CONSERVATION NOTES. Soak vegetables
and dried fruits for faster cooking. Pot roasts
and stews (one-dish meals) save heat. Broil
vegetables and fruits at the same time you broil
meat. Remove refrigerated foods from refrig
erator before cooking time; they will cook faster
and take less fuel.

More Efficiency at Less Cost
from Your Refrigerator
DEFROST regularly as thick ice on freezing
unit raises operation cost. When ice is y4 inch
thick, defrost. Never use sharp instrument to
chip frost or loosen cube trays. When defrost
ing, empty shelves, dissolve a tablespoon full
of baking soda in quart of warm water and
wash evaporator inside and out.

YOU WILL BE SURPRISED. Careful cook
ing three meals a day may cut fuel cost 50 %.
Try these fuel saving plans for a month. The
savings will amaze you.

COLD CONTROL should be set normally
for 40 degrees. Reset control after fast-freezing.
Use economy setting if you are away for a
few days.

Reduce the Waste
on Hot Water

CONSERVE MECHANISM: To clean the con
denser (it's in the machinery compartment
or at the back of the refrigerator), first dis
connect the refrigerator. Then use a stiff fc>rush
or the dusting attachment of your vacuum.
Do this about once a month. Have repair
and service work done only by an authorized
service company.

Fix any dripping faucets. Not only do they
waste water, but fuel too, if the hot water is
dripping. Washers are easy to replace. See
page 21.
DISH PANS
dish pan cut
and shining.
dip them in

ABOUT STORING. Don't refrigerate foods
that don't need it. Cool foods before refriger
ating. Don't block air circulation by over
crowding refrigerator. Chill beverages in con
tainers rather than with cubes.

save hot water. Good suds in a
the grease and leave dishes clean
Don't spray dishes for rinsing;
hot water.

INSULATE your hot water pipes if they
have long, unprotected runs froni heater to

£25 3
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Here's Full
on Removing
Cleaning Methods
SPONGING. Moisten clean cheese cloth with
spot-remover — cloth too damp may leave
rings. Sponge toward center of spot, so stain
won't spread. Light spongings are best. Spread
material with grease or surface spots stained
side down on cloth, cleansing tissue or blotter;
sponge from the back to avoid driving stain
through fabric.
BOWL method is good for bleaches. Spread
fabric over bowl of hot water, add remover.
Hold a minute; rinse in water below.
TEAKETTLE method is good for fruit and
tea stains. Spread material over empty bowl,
pour boiling water from a height.

How to Remove Spots
Permanent damage to fabrics may be saved
by prompt treatment of spots and stains. Before
attempting to clean materials marked (*),
read starred paragraph on this page.
BLOOD. Blood stained clothes should never be
placed in hot water! Washable fabric should be
soaked in cold water, then washed in lukewarm
suds. Old stains require dilute ammonia solu
tion (V2 tablespoon per quart of water) or
strong salt solution (Vi cup per quart of water).
Non-washable fabric—sponge with cold water.

Your Cleaning Kit
i
Should Contain These ^

ABSORBENTS — for moist stains. French
rhalk (from pharmacy), cornmeal, cornstarch,
salt, or talc.
BLEACHES — they may remove color. Try on
inconspicuous part of garment. Rinse well.

CHEWING GUM. Sponge wool, silk or rayon
alternately with carbon tetrachloride* and water.
Use carbon tetrachloride* on cotton or linen,
or soften with egg white and wash.

CHLORINE BLEACH — (from grocery). For
white cotton, linen rayon.
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE—(from pharmacy). A
mild bleach for any material. A few drops of
ammonia increases effectiveness.
OXALIC ACID — (POISON) - (from phar
macy). For rust, use 1 tablespoon in yA cup of
water. Keep covered. Follow oxalic acid with
weak ammonia solution. Never use on weighted
silk.
SODIUM PERBORATE — (from pharmacy). For
any fabric. Use directly on moist stains, with
peroxide or in solution (2 tablespoons per cup
of water). Rinse well. Good for white wools.
POTASSIUM PERMANGANATE — (from phar
macy). Bleach for white material, except rayon.
Use V2 teaspoon per cup of water. Follow with
oxalic acid or lemon juice; or peroxide on wool

CHOCOLATE OR COCOA. Use dull knife to
remove as much as possible. Washable fabric
wash in suds. If stain persists use chlorine
bleach* or hydrogen peroxide* plus few drops
of ammonia. Non-washable fabric—sponge
with carbon tetrachloride*; bleach any remain
ing stain with hydrogen peroxide*.
EGG. Scrape with dull knife and sponge with
cold water at once. Hot water sets egg stains.
Washable fabrics should be sponged or soaked
in cold water, wash. If stain remains, use chlo
rine bleach* or hydrogen peroxide*. Nonwashable fabric—should be sponged with cold
water. Sponge grease spots with carbon tetra
chloride*. Hydrogen peroxide* may be used on

SOLVENTS—ACETONE OR NAIL POLISH
REMOVER — (from pharmacy).

BANANA OIL — (from pharmacy). For nail pol
ish and lipstick.
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE — (from pharmacy
by brands). For grease.
DENATURED ALCOHOL (POISON) — (from
pharmacy). When used on colors or acetate rayon
dilute with two parts of water.
GLYCERINE—(from pharmacy). For fruit, tea,
coffee stains.

remaining stain.
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SPOTS!

GRASS AND FOLIAGE. Washable fabric—
wash in hot suds. Use hydrogen peroxide* or
chlorine bleach* if stain persists. Non-washable
fabric—sponge with denatured alcohol.*
INK. Washable fabrics can be washed in hot
suds. Glycerine may be rubbed into spot, then
washed. Or soak for one or two days in milk.
Hydrogen peroxide* or chlo
rine bleach* may be used. Or
douse with lemon juice and
dry in sun. Commercial ink
remover may be used. Nonwashable fabrics require that
French chalk, corn starch or
cornmeal be worked into spot;
then shake off. Or sponge with oxalic acid* or
lemon juice, then rinse in clear water, then in
water with few drops of ammonia.
IODINE. Yellowish brown on unstarched, blue
on starched materials. Washable fabrics should
be sponged with dilute ammonia solution, wash
in hot suds. Or dampen and dry in the sun.
Non-washable fabrics should be sponged with
denatured alcohol* or held in steam from a
teakettle.
LIPSTICK, ROUGE. On any fabric work a
colorless grease (lard, vaseline or glycerine)
into the stain. Bunch up the stained part; dip
into carbon tetrachloride*, or sponge with that
solvent. If color persists, sponge with diluted
denatured alcohol*.
MILK, CREAM, AND ICE CREAM. Chocolate
or fruit in ice cream, treat for those stains.
Washable fabric—may be sponged with warm
water, washed in hot suds. Non-washable fabric
—sponge with warm water. After drying sponge
with carbon tetrachloride.*

tOO Ifwu
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MILDEW. Deep mildew must be treated be
fore growth weakens fabric. Washable fabric
should be washed in suds. If stain remains,
apply salt and lemon juice and dry in the
sun. Or use hydrogen peroxide* or chlorine
bleach*. Non-washable fabric—sprinkle sodium
perborate* on moist stain or alternately apply
potassium permanganate* solution and oxalic
acid*. Repeat if required. Rinse in dilute am
monia water.
MUD. Let dry, then brush. If grease or grass
stains present, treat for them. Washable fabric
—sponge in cold water, wash with hot suds. If
stain remains, use denatured alcohol*. Nonwashable fabric—same as washable fabric—ex
cept do not wash.
NAIL POLISH. Washable fabrics should be
sponged with acetone* or nail ——.
polish remover. Do not use on
acetate rayon. If stain persists,
\P
use hydrogen peroxide *. Now***
washable fabrics should be £
t
moistened with carbon tetranQo
chloride*, apply drop banana
oil; sponge carefully; don't

Q

PERSPIRATION. Sponge at once with water
immediately. Restore color to some fresh stains
by moistening and holding over open ammonia
bottle, or sponge with vinegar. Washable fabrics
should be washed in suds. If stain persists bleach
in sun or use hydrogen peroxide*. Non-wash
able fabric—sponge in clear water.
RUST. Very difficult to remove without fading.
Sometimes it's better not to disturb stain. Wash
able fabric—hold fabric over bowl of steaming
water, moisten stain with lemon juice or oxalic
acid*, then rinse in ammonia water. Or apply
salt and lemon juice and dry in sun. Nonwashable fabric—stretch fabric over bowl of
steaming water and moisten with lemon juice.
Repeat if necessary. Rinse well.
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Make Your

* HOUSE

Own Minor

REPAIRS *

USE PLENTY OF PAINT because woodwork
will suffer unless you do. A coat in time, es
pecially where dampness can penetrate, often
prevents a big repair job in the future.

FOUNDATIONS that sag not only cause leak
age into the cellar but may strain the entire
structure. Call in a mason before any major
operations become necessary.

Outside and inside paints are made of different
ingredients. For woodwork that comes in con
tact with the ground, use wood preservatives,
similar to creosote, which discourage decay.

WINDOW GLASS is easy to replace. After
removing old glass, chip out the old putty
and pull out the glazier's points. Scrape the
wood and apply linseed oil. Spread thin layer
of new putty, press in the new glass, then
drive points in. Press pencil-thin strips of new
putty into place, and smooth. Paint when dry.

FUSES protect electric wiring. Keep on hand
spare fuses of the right size — usually 15
amperes. When fuse is blown, disconnect ap
pliance causing trouble. Blown fuse is usually
discolored. Open main switch near the meter
before touching fuses. Remove defective one,
and put in new fuse. Close switch to restore

LEAKING DOORS and windows can be cor
rected with weather-stripping where storm sash
and storm doors cannot be installed. Felt strip
ping, if neatly applied, is not unattractive,
and is very inexpensive. Fasten to frame, not
the sash.

DOWNSPOUTS should not be allowed to
clog. You can install wire cages over down
spout openings to keep leaves from clogging
them.

WINDOW FRAMES that leak can be cor
rected with caulking compound. Get in the
habit of inspecting your home for imperfec
tions. Keep plastic wood handy for repairs to
cracks or seams which can't be fixed by tighten
ing or nailing.

SIDEWALLS may sometimes leak, caused
by loose shingles and clapboards or by masonry
cracks. These can be corrected with hammer
and nails or by filling cracks with caulking
compound. Don't neglect these leaks; they
may cause great damage if allowed to go
unheeded.

HEATING, PLUMBING systems often-times
develop leaks that are symptoms of waste and
subsequent damage. Call these
to the attention of your
plumber immediately. Watch
the mechanical equipment of
your house so you will quick
ly detect any leaks.
t 28 J
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MEND LAMP CORDS. Cut off worn cord.
Loosen screws in plug and detach wires. Re
move about 1y2 inch of cord covering and
y2 inch of insulation from two inside wires.
Scrape wires. Pull cord through back of plug.
Tie two wires, pull knot into plug. Loop one
wire around each prong; twist bare portion
around screw, tighten screw. Don't permit bare
wires to touch.

For gutters, downspouts and flashings, use red
lead. Apply outside enamels to screens with a
blackboard eraser.

GUTTERS should be watched for leaks during
rains. Call your plumber or tinsmith if there
is a leak because it can cause damage to out
side and inside walls. Tin gutters may«be pro
tected against rust by painting with tar or
liquid-asphalt roofing cement. Non-priority
wooden gutters may be secured for replace
ments.

tOO tywu

PORCHES, ROOFS, floors
or ceilings that
sag call for quick and careful attention. Don't
neglect them because they go from bad to
worse. Call a carpenter who can stiffen sagging
floors by nailing in extra bridging between
the joists; or he may add new beams supported
by posts. Do this in the early stages of sagging
and reduce danger of wall and ceiling plaster
cracks.

A TOOL KIT is an absolute necessity in
every household. It should contain Jiammer,
screw-driver, pliers, wrenches of several sizes,
various kinds of nails. Keep in a handy place;
you'll find lots of uses for the kit.
WATCH YOUR ROOF because it is con
tinually exposed to sun, wind and rain; leak
age can cause serious rotting of the understructure; also falling plaster and stained wall
paper. Loose shingles should be nailed down
or promptly replaced. Leaks in flashing joints
are easily repaired with plastic roofing cement;
leaks can be prevented by checking all flash
ing joints for signs of rust, then paint if
necessary.
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RADIATORS have been found to conserve
heat much better when painted with ordinary
paint, rather than metal paint. Scrape off old
paint before applying new coat. Keep hot-air
radiators in floor clean. Remove occasionally,
wipe clean, dry and replace.

REPLACE SASH CORDS. Use a sharp chisel
to pry out the molding. Open the pocket cover
at the bottom, and take out the cord and
weight. Have new cord same length as the
old. Place it over the pulley, double-knot at the
weight, and tie it into the mortise at top of
sash.

DOORBELLS. When buzzer won't buzz, fresh
batteries are usually needed. If bell still wont
ring, look for a loose connection, or a broken
wire that needs splicing. If contact points in
the button become dirty, they can be cleaned
with emery paper.

WALLS, WOODWORK. You can get new
wallpaper with, its own adhesive back, ready to
apply. Or you can freshen walls with one of
the paints planned to be used directly on
wallpaper. They are washable,
easy to keep clean. If wallpaper is not "washable, use x-4 7 /\/K,
wallpaper cleaner in long,
*A/
even strokes, and, to avoid
streaking, start within cleaned
area each time. Always sandpaper before painting wood- 11
work; fill in holes and cracks
with plastic wood.

WATCH WIRING. It's time you understood
the maze of electric wires behind lights and
appliances. See that your circuits are not over
loaded. For instance, on a cool morning, if a
heater (1000 watts) is connected in the break
fast room, with a toaster (500 watts), a coffee
maker (525 watts) and lights, the total over
loads an average circuit. Use two circuits—per
haps making coffee in the kitchen. Don't let
electric cords get wet; keep free from sharp
bends; clear of grease and acid.
1291
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Things You Should Know
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At t h e E n d o f t h e S e a s o n

What to Do

Hoiv to Care

IF GLASS BREAKS—sweep and wrap all small
pieces. Loose slivers are dangerous. Small pieces
can be picked up in damp paper towels or
cotton.

for Your Car
LOOK AT TIRES — if they're soft, have them
checked.
DRIVE STEADILY — a spurt of speed, then
a quick slow-down burn unnecessary gaso
line. Single skid may wear more tire rubber
than a week of driving. Use brakes care
fully.
START SKILLFULLY — push in clutch while
using starter — it saves wear. Use choke
sparingly—it saves gas.
TURN OFF MOTOR — while waiting, ex
cept for traffic lights. Don't allow engine to
idle.
THINK OF TIRES — so don't scrape the
curb. Always drive around street bumps or
projections.
PARK WITH CARE — don't park in pools
of oil; oil weakens tires.
CHECK BATTERY WATER — it evaporates.
Batteries should be checked twice-weekly in
winter and once-weekly in summer — with
distilled water added if necessary.
EVERY 1000 MILES — general lubrication
and inspection of motor, brakes, carburetor,
cooling system and filters.
EVERY 5000 MILES — test wheel alignment
and balance. Shift tires by regular rotation
for longer wear. Unused spare will deterio
rate from disuse.
CAR HOUSEKEEPING — let it cool before
washing. Use special polish on dull finishes
and rub until it shines. Remove rust from
metal with fine cleanser and protect with
wax or oil. Use soap-and-water or glass
cleaner to brighten dirty windows. Whiskbroom upholstery or use cleaner attachments
on it once each month. Take out grease
spots with non-inflammable solvents.
WATCH THE DASH — the dials signal
that all is well. If ammeter pointer says
"discharge" when car is moving at normal
speed, electrical system should be checked.
Heat indicator shows temperature of cool
ing system. High heat — near boiling — is
signal of danger. Drive slowly to garage.
If radiator boils, let it cool before filling.
Oil gauge measures pressure of oil circu
lation. If pressure varies have it checked.

IF BROILER FLAMES — first, turn it off.
Then throw salt or sand on flames. Never
water — it spreads fat fires.
IF WATER PIPES FREEZE — shut off main
valve; open faucets; drain out water, then
thaw pipes. Hot cloths, electric irons or
heating pads furnish enough heat.
IF COCKROACHES VISIT —dust infected
areas with sodium fluoride, fresh pyrethrum
powder or equal parts of the two. Force
powder into cracks and around pipe open
ings. Keep powders away from food.
IF ANTS MARCH — try to find and destroy
their nest. If nest outside, give it application
of boiling water. If nest deep, funnel two
tablespoonfuls of carbon disulphide — but
don't allow flame around while using it.
Dust their parade ground with pyrethrum
powder, borax or derris powder.

HOLD to Turn 'Em Off
Every housewife should know how to turn
off water, electricity and gas. Learn how it is
done.
ELECTRICITY is usually turned off by pull
ing a lever at the side of switch box—always
near the meter. Be sure to dry hands arid stand
on dry board while operating lever.
WATER shut-off valve is located near where
pipes enter house. Valve may be difficult to
turn, so keep wrench handy. If trouble is
localized, like clogged sink or wash basin,
turn valve on water pipe underneath or be
hind fixture.
GAS should be turned off if pipes leak. Turnoff valve is near the gas meter and should be
turned in direction marked "off." Wrench
may be needed. Main gas supply should never
be turned on except by trained person — so as
to be sure all pilots are re-lighted.
[30}

PUTTING AWAY SUMMER

PUTTING AWAY WINTER

SCREENS should be removal and identified
with sets of numbered tacks. Attach to screen
doors, small bags with latches, hinges, etc. Brush
screens to remove dust. Unless they're rust-resist
ant, use paint or varnish. Store clean, rustprotected screens in dry places.

Beat the Moths
Moths don't eat your clothes, but the larvae do.
There are two parts to moth control—rid gar
ments of moths, then pack so
moths can't get them. IT'S
ALWAYS BEST TO SEND
GARMENTS TO RELIABLE
VAULTS TO BE STORED.
Cold storage won't kill moth
larvae but sub-normal temper/ atures render them inactive. So
£ it's always best to have garfiments cleaned or laundered
' before storing.

GARDEN TOOLS are valuable. Take good
care of them. Clean dirt from hoes, scythes,
rakes, and sickles. If rusty, use
rust-remover or kerosene and
steel wool. Give metal a coat
ing of grease to prevent future
rust damage. Oil keeps wood
en handles from drying. Drain
garden hose thoroughly, then /
loop on wall pegs or special f
garden hose rolls. Be sure to
keep hose away from heat
and oil.

Another method is to launder tubable wool
ens, rinse, dry, then pack in moth-proof pack
ages. Use tightly-closed garment bags with no
holes around hanger tops. You can use paper
bags with every opening sealed; also trunks or
chests.

PORCH FURNITURE, AWNINGS should
be brushed to remove dust. Avoid sharp
creases. New paints can be applied to restore
color to any faded canvas furniture or awnings.
Sand any rusty spots, then apply paint to furni
ture. Paint legs of rustic furniture with creosote
to guard against insects.

Woolens should receive generous sprayings of
moth spray before storage as fully described
on page 3. Remember, that kitchen fruit jars
and canisters make good containers for storing
small articles like mittens, scarfs and caps.
Always send rugs to cleaners before storing.

Beat Mildew

CURTAINS, SLIPCOVERS should be washed
or cleaned before storing. Leave materials
unstarched because insects eat starched fabrics.
Fold fabrics inside out; pack in boxes or wrap
in heavy paper. Brush FIBER RUGS on both
sides; save faded fiber rugs—new paints to recolor them are available.

Select a diy day for packing to eliminate excess
moisture in articles to be stored. If garments
become damp, use special materials to draw
moisture from the air.

Beat the Mice
CLOTHES like cotton dresses should be
washed but not starched or ironed at season's
end. Fold wrong side out. Dry-clean non-wash
able garments and hang in dust-tight garment
bags. Knits should be folded flat, not hung.
Summer wool coats should be protected against
moths in winter, same as in summer.

Wherever'possible, use metal trunks and con
tainers. Wrap boxes in wire netting. If con
tainers or netting not available make your own
storage platform. Platform should be twelve or
more inches from floor, build boards with edges
projecting six inches or more—and pile your
boxes on the platform.
I 311
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First Aid in an Emergency
BEFORE

A Well-Stocked Medicine
Cabinet is Essential
1. Adhesive tape
2. Clinical thermometer
3. Sharp scissors
4. Sterile absorbent cotton
5. Sterilized gauze pads.
6. Sterilized bandages in

13. Sodium bicarbonate
14. Aspirin
15. Aromatic spirits of
16. Epsom salts
17. Eye dropper
18. Hot water bottle
19. Fountain syringe
20. First aid book
21. Ice bag
22. Picric acid gauze
23. Boric acid
24. 1-inch
. ...v,.. compresses- o—adhesive

7. Iodine, mild
8. Ointment for burns or
tannic acid jelly
9. 3-inch splinter forceps
10. Inelastic tourniquet
11. Vaseline
12. Castor or mineral oil
for eyes
BLEEDING—Wounds with Severe Bleeding Veins . . .
Blood is dark red and flows freely but does not spurt.
Apply a sterilized gauze pad tightly directly over the
wound. If bleeding persists, lay patient down, elevate
wound and apply bandage near wound on side nearest
to the heart.
Arteries . . . Blood spurts out in bright stream. Act
quickly. Send for doctor. In the meantime lay patient
down, elevate wound; cover with sterilized gauze. Apply
pressure of the hand and fingers between the wound and
the heart. Then apply a tourniquet at this point.
Nose Bleeding . . . Hold head back. Breathe in through
nose and out through the mouth. If these fail, pack nos
tril with sterilized gauze or cotton. Do not blow nose
for several hours.
BURNS OR SCALDS—Superficial . . . Apply any bland
ointment, petroleum jelly or paste of Bicarbonate of Soda.
Deeper Burns . . . Apply a paste of Bicarbonate of Soda.
Rush to physician. Cover burns to protect from air.
Chemical Burns . . . Wash with plenty of soap and water.
Apply bland ointment.
Advice . . . I f y o u r c l o t h i n g c a t c h e s o n f i r e , d o n o t r u n .
Lie down and roll up as tightly as possible in a coat,
blanket, or any woolen article. If none are available,
lie down and roll over slowly on the ground and put
the fire out with the hands.
CRAMPS—Cramps are usually due to undigested food
irritating the lining of the stomach. A hot water bottle
on the abdomen is one remedy for temporary relief.
Never take a laxative or a cathartic unless your doctor
orders it. What you may call a "cramp" or a "stomach
ache," may really be the beginning of appendicitis . . .
no laxative may ever be taken in such condition.
[32}

THE

DOCTOR ARRIVES

CUTS AND WOUNDS—Encourage bleeding at first.
Hold under water spigot to wash off, but wash away
from, not into, wound. Apply antiseptic and sterilized
gauze dressing. Consult physician.
FAINTING—About To Faint ... Lie down. Head lower
than body. Fresh air. Smelling salts if available.
Has Fainted . . . Patient flat on back. Head low. Fresh
air. Smelling salts.
IVY POISONING—Avoid the Poison Ivy Plant ...
even though you have never had the poisoning, this
treacherous growth may infect you eventually. The actual
poisoning causes a painful inflammation of the skin.
First Aid consists of washing the hands with yellow soap
and water immediately after touching the plant. Then
apply a solution that your druggist can make . . . 5%
Tincture of Ferric Chloride in a half and half mixture
of Alcohol and Water. Incidentally, this may be applied
before you go in the woods, and will prevent Ivy Poison
ing. Poison Ivy plants have bright green, orange or red
leaves which are irregular. The top leaf has a long
petiole and there are berries growing at the bottom of
the stem. Avoid any plant that looks like this.
POISONS—Give four to eight glasses of tepid water
containing Bicarbonate of Soda (teaspoonful to glass).
Drink rapidly. Give large quantities of milk to drink.
Above are general instructions, but there are different
types of Poisons, such as:
Acids . . . Best known of these are muriatic, nitric and
sulphuric. These are corrosive. When one is taken by
mistake, the acid must be neutralized immediately by
drinking some harmless alkali such as the Soda men
tioned above.
Arsenic . . . Many times, by accident, rat poison is taken
by adults and sometimes children touch their tongues to
"fly paper." The basis of both of these is arsenic. If
taken, besides inducing vomiting, much milk and white
of egg must be given.
Mercury . . . Many well known disinfectants contain
Bichloride of Mercury. This is an active poison. The
tpatient must immediately be given many whites of eggs
after vomiting is induced.
SNAKE BITE—Don't stop to kill the snake. Expose
wound quickly. Bandage tightly above wound to stop
circulation. Cut open the holes made by snake s fangs
with a sharp knife; suck the wounds, expectorating the
poison. Permit blood to run from knife cut. Wash
wounds with alcohol and rush patient to doctor
immediately.
SPRAINS—Wrenching or stretching the' ligaments in
an ankle, wrist, or leg, is a sprain. The part turns black
and blue many times, or may swell. Use very hot or very
cold applications. If serious, call a doctor. If not, and
the patient must use the sprained part, bandage very
tightly.
SUNBURN—A sunburn may be treated the same as an
ordinary burn. A minor case of sunburn is an inflam
mation of the skin due to the action of the sun. A more
severe case must be treated the same as a degree burn.
ANTISEPTIC BURN OINTMENT should be used in
mild or severe cases. If very serious, see a doctor.
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